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1. Problem Setting

We study the “learning from task descriptions” problem [1]

2. Prior Work

Solution 1. Using task descriptions as “prompt”

i.e., Train a text-to-text transformer with (description + source, 

target) pairs. At test time, directly use the novel task 

description.

e.g., “What accessibility services does this national park offer? 

Mammoth Cave National Park is pleased to offer sign 

interpreter services …” → “sign interpreter services”

✔ Straight-forward

❌ Reducing the “learning from task descriptions” problem 

back to the “learning from examples” problem

Solution 2. Using hypernetwork approaches [2] that 

generate parameters from task descriptions

i.e., Encode the task description into hidden representations, 

then decode all parameters for the final model.

✔ Indeed “learning from task descriptions”

❌ Text-to-text transformers have millions of parameters, 

they are too large to generate.

3. Hypter: Using a Hypernetwork to Generate Task-Specific Adapters

Stage 1. Fine-tune a pre-trained text-to-text transformer with “prompted examples” 

This step is the same as the solution 1 in prior work. We fine-tune a pre-trained BART 

model with all (description + source, target) examples in train tasks. We refer to the 

resulting model as the “main network”.

Stage 2. Train the hypernetwork to generate task-specific adapters

Use a hypernetwork to generate task-specific adapters from the task description. Optimize 

the hypernetwork so that when the generated adapters are plugged into the main model, 

better performance is achieved on examples within that task.

Input: A task description 

e.g., “What accessibility services does this national park offer?”

Output: A model that is ready to solve that task

e.g., “Mammoth Cave National Park is pleased to offer sign 

interpreter services …” → “sign interpreter services”

Illustration of Hypter Framework. Left: A hypernetwork generates parameters for a 

task-specific adapter that is plugged to a transformer layer in the text-to-text model. 

Right: The “adapted” main network is evaluated on the task examples. The final cross 

entropy loss is back-propagated to update the hypernetwork.

4. Performance and Analysis

• Better generalization to out-of-distribution inputs• Better generalization to novel tasks

• Sufficient #tasks and sufficient #examples per task are both necessary for Hypter training.
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